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Powder days are for business and pleasure.

 You believe the best powder days are for both business and pleasure; the Salomon Rocker2 122 is an
extension of the same school of thought. The subtle Twin Rocker and Full Woodcore make this fat ski super
playful and responsive so you can tackle deep powder fields and natural features with clean, fluid lines. 

The playful Twin Rocker uses a long, low rocker shape at the tip and tail to maximize your ability to surf,
spin, pivot, and float like a cork in the deep stuff, and it maintains a long contact zone on edge so you can
get back to the lift

•

A Full Woodcore from tail to tip makes this ski super stable and responsive, giving you the necessary
confidence to push the envelope

•

The Edgy Monocoque structure provides precision edge grip and efficiently transfers energy from skier to
snow, making this ski feel like an extension of your body

•

Honey comb structure in the tip and tail makes the rockered extremities light as a feather so you can spin
like a top with less inertia

•

Total Edge Reinforcement incorporates fiber reinforcement directly on the edges for increased durability and
edge grip

•

Thicker edges increase shock resistance and durability so you can don't have to worry about hammering
your edges when you throw down a park lap at the end of the day

•

Edge Free tip and tail further reduces swing weight and ensures you will never hook a tip again•
142mm in the tip, 122mm underfoot, and 132mm at the tail mean this ski has been fattened up to slaughter
the deepest days of the season

•

Salomon
Rocker 122
Ski
Size: 160  Color:Black 

Size: 150  Color:Black 
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Salomon Rocker 122 Ski
 

Price: $799.99 35% Off, Sale Price $487.49

 

Powder days are for business and pleasure.

 You believe the best powder days are for both business
and pleasure; the Salomon Rocker2 122 is an extension
of the same school of thought. The subtle Twin Rocker
and Full Woodcore make this fat ski super playful and
responsive so you can tackle deep powder fields and
natural features with clean, fluid lines. 

The playful Twin Rocker uses a long, low rocker shape
at the tip and tail to maximize your ability to surf, spin,
pivot, and float like a cork in the deep stuff, and it
maintains a long contact zone on edge so you can get
back to the lift

•

Armada JJ Ski
 

Price: $674.95 

 

The powder pack’s alpha male.

 Armada’s JJ Ski has made a name for itself as a true
leader of the powder pack. This ski has been doped up
for powder, but it’s also stacked with features that enable
it to gobble down crud and hardpack. If you want a ski
that will put a smile on your face day in and day out
regardless of the conditions, you just found it. 

Armada’s EST Freeride Rocker features the perfect
blend of rocker and positive underfoot camber, so you
float when the flakes fall and carve the hardpack like
an ice sculptor

•

The Hybrid Ultralight Core is made from lightweight•
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4FRNT Skis EHP Ski
Code: ski1

Price: $749.99 

K2 ObSETHed Ski
Code: ski3

Price: $699.95 

Moment Bibby Pro
Model Ski
Code: ski6

Price: $699.95 

Rossignol Super 7 Ski
Code: ski4

Price: $519.97 
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Atomic Access Ski

Code: ski2

Price: $499.95 35% Off, Sale
Price $324.97

Just another day in paradise.

The snow conditions at the end
of any tour can be a crap-shoot,

Rossignol Super 7 Ski

Code: ski4

Price: $519.97 

 

Good bye wheelie-prone
shortness, hello tram line
porn.

K2 ObSETHed Ski

Code: ski3

Price: $699.95 

 

Get ObSETHed about your
skiing this season. 

Just like its namesake, the

Armada JJ Ski

Code: ski5

Price: $674.95 

 

The powder pack’s alpha
male.

 Armada’s JJ Ski has made a

Moment Bibby Pro Model Ski

Code: ski6

Price: $699.95 

 

Wear your Bibby to
dinner——powder is on the
menu.

4FRNT Skis EHP Ski

Code: ski1

Price: $749.99 

 

Slap some beef onto your
powder sandwich. 

With a traditional sidecut, a
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Call Us
 

1-888-888-8888
 

M-F: 9am - 8pm 
Sat & Sun: 10am - 5pm
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